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p.p. RINGS AND FINITELY GENERATED FLAT IDEALS

S0REN J0NDRUP

Abstract. In this note all rings considered are associative with

an identity element 1 and all modules are unital left modules. It is

shown that a commutative ring R has principal ideals projective if

and only if i?[X] has the same property. Furthermore it is proved

that a ring R has all «-generated left ideals flat if and only if all

»-generated right ideals are flat. In the last part of this note we will

prove the following results:

Fix »2:1. Then there exists a ring R such that all »-generated

left ideals are projective, in particular, flat, while there exists a

nonflat (» + l)-generated left ideal.

1. Stabilization results for p.p. rings. Rings which have principal

left ideals projective are called left p.p. rings and rings which have

principal left ideals flat are called left p.f. rings.

For sake of completeness let us state the following well-known

lemma: .,->;

Lemma 1.1. Let R be a commutative ring and M a finitely generated

R-module. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) M is R-projective.

(2) Mp is Rp-free for all P£Spec(ic) and the function P
—»rankRp (Mp) is a continuous function from Spec(i?) to the integers Z.

Theorem 1.2. Let R be a commutative ring. R is a p.p. ring if and

only if R[X] is a p.p. ring.

Proof. It is easy to prove that if ie[A'] is a p.p. ring, then R

is a p.p. ring. Assume now that R is a p.p. ring and let

R[X](a0+ ■ ■ ■ +amXm) be any principal ideal in i?[X]. For P

GSpec(i?[A"]) we have that (a0)p7£(0)P or (a0)p=(0)P. Let us first

consider the case where (aô)p9é(Qi)p. Since Ra0 is i?-projective it

follows that Jîf.X'Jao is i? [AT]-projective and hence, by Lemma 1.1,

(R[X]a0)p is (R[X])p-iree of rank one. This means that (a0)p is a

nonzero divisor in (R[X])P, i.e. (R[X](a0+ • ; • +amXm))P is free

of rank one.

If (ao)p = (0)P, then there exists an element c(X)EP such that

aoc(X) = 0.
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r   ,     /(io + • • • + amXm)c(X)\
(R[X](a0 + ■■■ + O.X-)) r = (R[X])P(K--—-J-^-)

\ c{X) /p

= (R[X])P(ax+ ■ ■ ■ + amX™)P

~ (R[X](ax + ■ ■ ■ + amX^))P.

By repeating this argument we get that for all PGSpec(P[A])

(P[A](ao+ ■ • • +amXm))p is free of rank one or rank zero. Further-

more the argument shows that
m

Supp(ic[A](a0 +-h OmX*)) = U Suppsm(ai).
¿=o

Theorem 1.2 follows now from Lemma 1.1.

Remark. The argument, which proved Theorem 1.2, also proves

that a ring R is a p.f. ring if and only if R [X ] is a p.f. ring.

Example. Let R be Zi (the ring of 2 X2 matrices over the integers).

R is a left and right p.p. ring, Fv[A](jjo) is a nonprojective principal

left ideal in P[A] (the annihilator of (xo) cannot be generated by an

idempotent matrix).

This example is essentially due to P. M. Cohn.

2. p.p. rings and p.f. rings. While it is not true that a right p.p.

ring is a left p.p. ring (cf. S. U. Chase [3]), we can, however, prove

that a right p.f. ring is a left p.f. ring. But first we need a lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let I be the left ideal generated by (ai, ■ ■ ■ , am). Then I

is a flat left ideal if and only if for all (bi, ■ • • , bm) with
¿>i<2i+ ■ ■ ■ +bmam = 0, we can find an mXm matrix A such that the

following conditions are satisfied:

(1) (bi,

(2)

Proof. The lemma might follow from [2, Proposition 2.3]. Let

us consider the exact sequence of left P-modules

0^A-*F^>/->0,

where   F  is   free   with   base   (ei, ■ ■ ■ ,   em)   and   g(ej)=aj   for   all

jE {1, • • • , m}. K denotes the kernel of g.

It is well known that / is flat if and only if for kEK there exists

a homomorphism wGHom(F, K) such that u(k)=k. Any kEF is

bm)A = (bx, ■ ■ ■ ,bm),

ax fOl

A

a»,
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equal to 2>iei+ • • ■ +bmem for some b/s in the ring R. We see that

kEK if and only if biai+ • • ■ -\-bmam = 0. The existence of a homo-

morphism u E Horn (F, K) such that u(k)=k is equivalent to the

existence of an mXm matrix A such that

üi

(am)

01

10

and    (bi, • ■ • , ¿>m)A = (ii, *«).

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 2.2. .// a// n-generated left ideals are flat, then all n-

generated right ideals are flat, too.

Proof. By the "dual" to Lemma 2.1 it follows that all w-generated

right ideals are flat if and only if for any equation

biai + • ■ • + bnan

there exists an »X« matrix B such that

0

B

ai cti

and    ibi, bn)B = (0, • • • , 0).

If we have an equation ¿>iai + ■ • • -\-bnan = 0 then by Lemma 2.1

we can find an nXn matrix A such that

(¿i, ■ • • , bn)A = (ii, ■ ■ ■ ,bn)    and   A

»i 0]

It is now obvious that the matrix E—A can be used as the matrix

B (here E denotes the «X« identity matrix).

Corollary 1. If R is a left p.p. ring, then any principal right ideal

is flat and for any aER we have that the right annihilator of a, r(a), is

generated by idempotents (e,),e/, with the property that for all ii and i2,

where ii and i2 are elements in I, we can find an iEI such that e^R

Çe»ic and et-2PÇe,i?.

Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem 2.2 and the

second from the proof of Theorem 2.2. The last statement is a con-

sequence of [l, Chapter 1, §2, Exercise 23b].

Corollary 2 (L. W. Small [7]). Let R be a ring in which every

principal left ideal is projective and in which there is no infinite set of
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nonzero orthogonal idempotents.  Then every principal right ideal is

projective.

Corollary 3 (S. Endo [5]). Assume that all idempotents in the ring

R are central. R is a left p.p. ring if and only if R is a right p.p. ring.

Example. (Found jointly with P. M. Cohn.) Let n be any natural

number and let R be the A-algebra (K is any commutative field) on

the 2(w + l) generators A„ F< (i=l, ■ ■ ■ , w+1) and defining rela-

tions

(3)

n+l

'£xiYi = 0.
i-X

It follows from [4, Theorem 2.3] and [2, Theorem 3.1] that the

ring R is an n-fir. We want to prove that there exists a nonflat (w-re-

generated left ideal. If we assume that all (ra-f-1)-generated left

ideals are flat, then the relation (3) will imply that there exists a

matrix A (A is an (n + l) X(ra + 1) matrix) such that

r^i
(Xx, Xn+1)A   =   (Xx, X„+x)    and   A

n+l

The matrix A can be written as a sum of two matrices Ao and Ai,

where A0 is a scalar matrix and Ai = (an), where a„ has no nonzero

scalar terms. It is easy to see that

roi

(Ai, Xn+x)Ao = (Xx, • • • , Xn+x)    and    A0

Yx    '

jn+l.

If we specialize X<—>0 and F¿—>F„ we see that there are no rela-

tions between the F¿'s, hence we get that A0 = 0, a contradiction. We

have now proved the following:

Theorem 2.3. For every n^i, there exists a ring R such that any n-

generated left ideal is flat, while there exists a nonflat (n+i)-generated

left ideal. We might even choose R to be an n-fir.

Remark. For commutative rings we have that all ideals are flat

if the ideals generated by two elements are flat [6, Lemma 4.1], and

a commutative ring R is semihereditary if all ideals generated by two

elements are projective  [6, Proposition 4.2] or  [8, Theorem 4.2].
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